Comparative analysis of temozolomide (TMZ) versus 1,3-bis (2-chloroethyl)-1 nitrosourea (BCNU) in newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) patients.
Although TMZ replaced BCNU as the standard initial chemotherapy in the treatment of GBM, no studies have been reported comparing BCNU with TMZ. We therefore did a retrospective analysis comparing these agents as initial therapy in GBM. Eighty-one patients with GBM in our institution received both radiation and chemotherapy as initial treatment after surgery or biopsy; 49 receiving BCNU and 32 TMZ. These were analyzed for overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) versus the type of chemotherapy used. The influence of salvage therapy on the outcome was investigated also. Median OS was superior in the TMZ versus the BCNU group (15.9 vs. 11.5 months) and the curves were judged to be significantly different by the log-rank test; P < 0.02. However, PFS was not significantly different between the two groups. Bevacizumab plus irinotecan (BI) was used as salvage therapy in one-third of the TMZ patients but in none of the BCNU patients. When patients receiving BI were omitted from the TMZ group the OS curve overlapped that of BCNU patients. These data suggest that the superior OS of the TMZ-treated GBM patients was not due to better tumor control by TMZ but was possibly related to the newer salvage therapy that was available to them.